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ABSTRACT (upto 300 words)
Jean Piaget used the concept of structure to analyze
cognitive development, viewing all phenomena as arising
from an organizing totality. This idea shares similarities
with structural phenomenological psychopathology.
Structure is seen as a foundational totality shaping
psychic phenomena, and every observed phenomenon
refers to this totality, indicating a common internal
consistency. Structure pertains to how individuals
position themselves in the world and governs interactions
between elements. It involves two aspects: essence
(uniting individuals throughout existence) and mobility
(preserving stability). This dual nature helps individuals
recognize their constitutive essence and the opportunities
for personality development.
For adults and children, the transformative process and
expansion differ due to structural maturity. Healthy adults
exhibit balanced organization of fundamental structural
categories (spatiality, temporality, interpersonality,
corporeality). Children, however, have an immature
structure, leading to a distinct world experience centered
on corporeality. Initially, children experience an
undifferentiated unity between themselves and the world,
but as spatiality and temporality mature within the first
two years of life, they perceive a stable universe with
separations between elements. Interpersonality's specifics
are examined as the experience transitions from
self-world merging.
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